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Rare earth elements (REEs) are becoming ubiquitous in modern

technology, playing essential roles in medical devices and personal

electronics. However, recovery of REEs from mines is often

unsustainable, costly, and environmentally harmful, while recovery

from alternative sources, such as electronic waste (e-waste), is often

low yield and economically infeasible. Given that the annual demand

for REEs is predicted to double by 2035, there is an immediate need for

a novel stream of efficient and sustainable REE sourcing. Team iGEM

Calgary aims to develop an all-encompassing and innovative system of

recovering REEs from e-waste, which represents a massively untapped

reservoir of REEs given its status as the fastest growing solid-waste

stream globally. Using bioleaching, a microbial method of metal

extraction that is more cost-effective and environmentally friendly than

conventional metallurgy, the team plans to extract a lanthanide-rich

leachate from e-waste feedstock. The REEs will be isolated by

engineering E. coli to express and secrete the recently discovered

lanthanide-binding protein, lanmodulin. 

Want to learn more? Check out
Team iGEM Calgary's website!

https://2021.igem.org/Team:Calgary


Key Techniques
Wet Lab
To develop an effective REE recovery system, iGEM

Calgary will be conducting a three-pronged approach

to target the current extraction, recovery, and

measurement components that are preventing REE

recycling from e-waste. Current extraction processes

are extremely toxic and detrimental towards the

environment. Therefore, in order to produce an

environmentally friendly method of solubilizing e-

waste feedstock and preparing it for REE extraction,

iGEM Calgary will be conducting a comprehensive

analysis to determine the bioleaching efficiency

between two bioleaching agents, A. Thiooxidans and

G. oxydans.

Objective
REEs are found in a multitude of

electronic devices. Unfortunately,

this is not something that has been

heavily addressed in the E-waste

recycling industry. Currently, the

only major source of obtaining REE

is through metal ore mining. This is

a complex issue where the use of

synthetic biology can be applied to

solve. The team would like to see

their research be integrated into

the global recycling pipeline, in

order to begin to recycle and

repurpose REEs found in e-waste.

Next, to develop an effective REE recovery system,

iGEM Calgary will be utilizing lanmodulin--a

lanthanide binding protein. iGEM Calgary will be

testing the REE recovery efficiency of lanmodulin in

free solution and when immobilized on cellulose

(via a cellulose binding module), by conducting a

variety of protein purification and metal assay

experiments. 

To begin, they will clone their lanmodulin

constructs onto the e5830 vector, before

conducting a screening test to confirm the

construct was successfully inserted. Then, iGEM

Calgary will conduct protein production and

purification experiments to produce wildtype

lanmodulin (LanM) and lanmoduin-cellulose

binding domain fusion protein (LanM-CBM),

respectively. Once the protein has been successfully

produced, they will conduct a metal recovery assay

to determine and compare the REE binding

capacity of LanM and LanM-CBM. Finally, they will

conduct an additional metal separation assay test

to determine the REE binding capacity of LanM-

CBM immobilized onto bacterial cellulose beads.

Lastly, to determine the concentration of REEs that were extracted from the e-waste feedstock,

iGEM Calgary will develop three, highly-selective, lanmodulin-based lanthanide measurement

systems. Their first system will be a split luciferase system that contains two NanoBit subunits

connected to the two terminal ends of lanmodulin. Once lanthanides bind to lanmoudlin a

conformational change will occur and a detectable luminescent signal will be produced. Their

second system consists of fusing an mCherry enzyme on one end of lanmoudlin and a Nanoluc

enzyme on the other end of lanmodulin. This system relies on the energy transfer between the

two terminal enzymes, which will result in a quantifiable, shifted luminescent signal. iGEM

Calgary’s third measurement system consists of lanmodulin immobilized on a gold electrode.

When lanthanides bind to lanmodulin a measurable, electrochemical signal will be generated.
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A: Protein structure of Lanmodulin
B: Fusion protein structure in the BRET
measurement system 
C: Fusion protein structure for Nanobit
measurement system



The dry lab team is currently split into three subgroups to work on (1) Protein

modeling and software development, (2) Process engineering (3) Biosensor

Development

The protein modeling subgroup has been working to determine the most

optimal measurement constructs of our lanmodulin protein to successfully

produce a rare earth element detection system. They have also developed a

protein modelling software to evaluate and optimize the effectiveness of the

fourth binding pocket of Lanmodulin that is currently not used. As for software

programs, they have developed a machine-learning algorithm that can help

accurately determine kinetic rate constants to overcome the limitations of

time and resources that would be required to determine it experimentally. 

The process engineering subgroup has been working to develop both

analytical and numerical simulation models to design a prototype adsorber

column that can optimize the separation process. We are also designing a

potential cheap laboratory-scale bioreactor that can be used for protein

production.

The Biosensor development subgroup has been working on a portable,

affordable, and accessible luminometer that quantifies the luminescence

produced by our two measurement systems that utilize fusion lanmodulin

proteins. The subgroup developed both a hardware component and software

component that allows the sensor to relay real-time data to an android device

through our Lumos app. 

Dry Lab

Dry Lab & Project Value

Project Value
With an affinity for REEs that is 100 million-fold

greater than that for non-REEs, the use of

lanmodulin will enable the development of a

highly selective method of REE isolation.

Furthermore, the protein-based nature of this

method makes it more sustainable and

environmentally-friendly than traditional chemical

processes, which are commonly non-reusable,

toxic, and energy-intensive. As current metal

measurement protocols are often inaccessible and

expensive, we also plan on developing a

luminescence-based lanthanide ion detection

system, which can be modified for use in the field.

By developing innovative methods of recovering

and measuring REEs from e-waste, Team iGEM

Calgary's solution takes a circular approach to REE

production and e-waste recycling, thereby

establishing a sustainable, cost-effective, and

environmentally responsible source of REEs.

Quantum Lifecycle Recycling Plant in Alberta
Taken during a visit by iGEM Calgary

Hardware Casing for the
Biosensor

Electrical Hardware
Components of the Biosensor



From the iGEM CalgaryTeam to You

"Our advice is to do it! Science is a broad field with

many different paths to explore. Take all the chances

you can, whether it be with reaching out to professors

for research opportunities, or joining an undergraduate

research team like IGEM, or finding industry

experiences. There are so many career paths that can

come from pursuing the sciences, don’t be limited to

the general perceptions of what certain degrees may

entail, the opportunities are limitless!"

~ Team iGEM Calgary

The above note was written in answer to the question: What advice would
you give to a high school student who is interested in pursuing the
sciences?

Interested in iGEM Calgary's work?
  Follow them or send them a message at any of their social medias
     Instagram: @igemcalgary 
     Facebook: iGEM Calgary 
     Twitter: @iGEMCalgary  
     LinkedIn: iGEM Calgary 

https://www.instagram.com/igemcalgary/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/igemcalgary
https://twitter.com/iGEMCalgary
https://www.linkedin.com/company/igem-calgary/

